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I o INTRODUCTION
The use of computer simulation has become recognized
as a valuable tool to the operations researcher and management
scientist° Problems have been solved using simulation in a
fraction of the cost and time that exact methods would take,
if indeed an exact method were feasible° However, the use of
computer simulation requires sophisticated computer programming
skills° Simulation languages such as SIMSCRIFT (I)* and GASP (2)
have reduced the programming skill required, but not to a
level where they can be used by a busy engineer or manager,
unless he has extensive programming experience° The engineer
or manager, therefore, must communicate his problem to a pro-
grammer, which at times can prove to be a frustrating experience,
especially if the programmer has no previous knowledge of the
sysZem he is to simulate°
Once the communications problem has been Qvercome, the
engineer or manager must wait until the programmer develops
the computer model° If the decisions to be made as a result
of the simulation are critical with respect to time, the
entire value of the simulator is lost if a great deal of time
is involved in its development° As a result, simulation
*Parenthetical references placed superior to the line
of text refer to the bibliographyo
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models are not very often developed, unless it is a model that
will be used repeatedly, and the decisions resulting from the
model are such that they warrant the great deal of time and
cost required in the development of the model°
The engineer or manager with a deadline of two weeks
for a decision feels, and correctly so in most cases, that
simulation is not a readily available tool he can use to help
him make this decision° This dissertation will attempt to
make simulation a desirable tool to use in many of these situ-
ationso A new simulation language will not be presented° With
even the simplest of simulation languages, the construction of
a computer model is still time consuming° Instead, a completed
computer model of a very common real life situation has been
structured, and the user simply furnishes data parameters to
this model for his own problem°
The field of material handling was selected as the area
where this model will apply° The material handling area was
selected for several reasons° First, there appears to be a
demand for simulators in this field; second, material handling
systems seem to follow a general model and, last, the Wunsch
Material Handling Foundation was interested in sponsoring
research in this area°
Perhaps the main contribution of this dissertation
will be the generalized material handling model that will be
presented° In all the cases where simulation was previously
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used in the material handling area, the developers assumed
their problems and situations uniqueo The simulation models,
therefore, had little universal applicationo However,
material handling systems do follow a general model and this
model will be discussed in this dissertation°
As stated previously, a great deal of work has been
done in material handling simulation. It might be well to
review some of this work° Perhaps the most well known computer
program in this area is the CRAFT program (Computerized
Relative Allocation of Facilities Technique) developed by
Buffa, Armour, and Vollman(3)o While this program is intended
as a tool for determining the evaluations of plant layouts,
the areas of plant layout and material handling are so close,
that a discussion of CRAFT would not be out of order° Assume
a block diagram of a machine shop layout is as shown in Figure
io
The flow paths for the two parts in Figure 1 are
almost entirely diffemento In a really complex jobbing
machine shop, there may be hundreds, or even thousands of
products being processed, and it is conceivable that they may
all be different, each requiring a different sequence of pro-
The problem, therefore, is to conceive a plant lay-cesses o
ou_ that
l_ Takes account of the wide variations of flow paths
20 Allows for different material handling systems for
different materials or parts
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30 Takes account of the differing floor-area require-
ments of departments
4o Meets requirements of certain departments for
certain locations
5o Minimizes material handling costs
As inputs, the CRAFT program takes data on interdepart-
mental flow and material handling costs, together with a
representation of a block layout which is basically similar to
Figure io The block layout may be the actual existing layout,
or if a new facility is being developed, any arbitrary start-
ing solution° Within the computer, the locations of two
arbitrary departments are exchanged and the material handling
costs after this exchange are computed° The first pair of
departments is put back in their original locations and a
second pair selected, and the cycle is repeated0 This is done
until all possible exchanges are examined° The program then
selects the exchange which resulted in the greatest cost
reduction and fits this exchange on the block layout° The
new material handling costs, and the revised block layout are
then printed out° In the block layout shown in Figure I,
there are 12 departments° The program, therefore, would examine
65 exchanges if presented with this layout (C 12 = 12! = 66)0
2 21 i0!
The basic procedure is again repeated with the revised layout
until the program determines that no exchange in locations
can be made which reduce material handling costs° CRAFT
examines only a very small percentage of the possible layouts°
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With only 12 departments, there are still over one billion
possible layouts (12!)o For this reason, C_FT has been dis-
counted by some writers in the material handling field° How-
ever, its developers can point to a number of successful
applications of C_FTo (3)
Another use of simulation in the material handling area
was reported by Lave and Taha0 (4) _e program was used to
investigate interference between cranes used for _terial
handling purposes°
CRANE SYSTEM
Figure 2
As shown in Figure 2, the basic members of th_a_crane
system in the program are the tracks, the bridge, and the
trolley° The bridge moves along the tracks in direction A,
and the trolley moves along the bridge in direction B, making
lifts and moves with a hoisting device attached to it° A
crane in the program is defined as one bridge and one trolley°
Several cranes can operate on the same set of tracks, and thus
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while one crane is performing a move in an area, this area
will be unable to get additional crane service until this move
is completed° Figure 3 shows crane A executing a move from X
to Yo
¥
CRANE MOVE
Figure 3
In the Lave-Taha program, the shaded area can get no additional
crane service until this move is completed° Any demand for
crane service to the left of the shaded area can only be filled
if there is an idle crane to the left of crane Ao Likewise,
any demands to the right can only be filled if there is an
idle crane to the right of crane Ao
The main purpose of this Simulation was to determine
the effect of interference between cranes in a typical indus-
trial situationo It was found that the effect of crane
interference can be a major cause of idle time for the
machines they are servingo
Mro Oo Ro Hunley (5) of General Electric published the
results of a material handling simulation program he developedo
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In this program, he simulated various conveyor systems for one
of their plants, and determined which layout would best fit
their needs° A number of other simulations of this type have
been developed° Their object is to solve one specific problem°
Typical questions answered by simulation are--how many fork
lift trucks should be purchased; how many cranes installed;
when should extra handlers be used in the department; what is
the best routing for delivery trucks° All the simulators pre-
pared for these problems, however, are designed specifically
for one situation, and would be of little use unless one
happened to have the same real life situation°
The bibliography shows some of the other work investi-
gated° In every case where simulation was used in the area of
material handling, it was used to either solve a specific
problem or to gather analytical data to support theory° The
leading educators in the material handling field were contacted
in order to determine if someone el_e has done work in develop-
ing a general material handling simulation model° Professor
Elwood Buffa of UoCoLoAo, Professor James Moore of Northwestern,
Professor Richard Wilson of Michigan, Professor Hew Ho Young
of Purdue, and Professor James Apple of Georgia Tech all
stated that they know of no similar work°
In the following pages, first will be presented a
description of the generalized material handling model° Next,
a computer program of this model will be discussed, and then the
results of actual application of this program will be reported°
I
II II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
In referring to the model to be described, the abbrevi-
ation MHSS will be used for Material !_andling Simulation S_ystemo
In Figure 4 the block layout of a typlcal system to be simulated
is shown°
I A _
D _ F_ -- F
! BLOCK LAYOUT OF A MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM
I Figure
I
I
The rectangles A, B, C, D, E, F could represent machines in a
machine shop, departments in a hospital, areas of a city, or
any other breakdown of the system to be simulated. The break-
I
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down may be by area, by component, or by function. MHSS is not
intended to be just an industrial simulator. It has application
whenever material handling is a problem° The arrows in Figure W
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could be the various material handling moves required to service
this system° In order to utilize MHSS, the user must first
answer questions concerning the moves and the equipment that
is to execute the moves0 The move questions are as follows:
io During what period of time is it possible for the
move to occum?
20 What is the time interval between demands for the
move?
30 How long does the move take?
40 What equipment and/or personnel are required for
the move?
50 While the move is being executed, does it interfere
with the execution of othem moves?
60 Are there alternate ways of executing the move?
70 Does the move generate following moves?
Each one of these move questions will now be examined in more
detail°
io During what perio. _ of time is it_possible for the move to
occur?
In using MHSS, it must be decided what is the length
of time that constitutes a cycleo This can be an eight-hour
shift, a twenty-four hour day, a thirty-day month, or any
other desirable cycle length° Once this has been decided, it
must be determined for each move, when in this cycle length
the move can occur° Fop example, assume the rectangles in
Figure 4 represent areas in a machine shop, and the cycle
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length is an eight-hour shift° Move 01 is a move from area
A to area B and can occur anytime within the shift° Therefore,
the period during which it is possible for the Move 01 to
occur is from t = 0 to t = 80 Perhaps, Move 09 is the move
of scrap from E to F and only occurs at the end of the shifto
Therefore, Move 09 can only take place from t = 7°75 to t = 8o
20 What is the time interval between demands for the-move?
For moves that reoccur during a cycle, the time interval
between demands for the move must be specified° Few demands for
moves occur with exact regularity° For this reason, MHSS pro-
vides a number of statistical distributions for the user° When
using these distributions, the user supplies the parameters,
and MHSS will then sample from the desired distributions
during execution°
30 How long does themovetake?
The length of time a move takes is from the time the
equipment and/or personnel that are to execute the move first
become occupied with the move, until the time they are free
to execute another move° The length of time for the move can
either be a constant or again the statistical distributions can
be utilizedo
Wo What e ui ment and/or ersonnel are re uired for the-move?
By components, are meant the material handling equip-
ment and personnel that a move must have before the move can
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take placeo For example, consider the movement of cores by
crane from one area to another in a foundry° The components
for the move would be the crane and the hook-up mano The
move cannot be executed until both components are free, and
execution of the move is completed when both components are
again free°
The basic MHSS model allows up to three components to
execute a move° A maximum of three components appears to be
adequate for most problems_ however, the model can easily be
changed to handle more components if this proves necessary°
5o While...the move is_being executed, does it interfere with
the execution of other-moves?
MHSS will automatically check if the required equipment
and/or personnel are available before executing the move0 How-
ever, there are some moves that cannot be executed while other
moves are taking place, even if the components necessary to
execute the move are available° The crane interference dis-
cussed in the introduction would be a good example of this
situation° A diagram of this occurrence is shown in Figure 5°
Move 01 requires crane B to execute the move° Crane
B is idle and available for the move° However, Move 02
utilizes crane A and is now in progress° Crane B cannot get
to the required location for Move 01, and therefore, Move 01
is blocked° Move 02 would be referred to as a blocking move,
and the moves it blocks would be listed°
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CRANE BLOCKING
Figure 5
60 Are there alternate.ways of executin_-,the move?
If the demand for a move occurs, and the execution
components are not available, or the move is blocked, there
may be alternate ways of performing the move. Use of a fork
lift truck instead of the overhead crane, use of an automobile
instead of a delivery truck, would be examples of alternate
ways of executing a move°
70 Does the move generate following-moves?
Some moves trigger moves which follow themo The follow-
ing move may occur immediately upon completion of the move that
triggers it, or may occur sometime later. For example, con-
sider the move of a part to a heat treating furnace. The
completion of this move will schedule the move where the part
is taken from the furnace after treatment. The length of
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time preceding the following move is specified by the user0
It can be a constant time, or a time drawn from the available
statistical distributions. One move can trigger any number
of following moves.
After the move questions have been answered, the user
must now deal with the equipment and/or personnel that will
execute the moves° In the remainder of the dissertation, equip-
ment and/or personnel will be referred to just as equipment_
however, it is to be understood that a piece of equipment may
actually be a human material handler. The equipment questions
to be answered are:
io During what period of time is the equipment avail-
able?
2o What proportion of the availability period is the
equipment able to execute moves for the system
bein E simulated?
3° When the equipment is not available to the system
being simulated, how long is it not available?
io During what period of time is the equipmentavailable?
Some equipment may not be available for the entime
cycle length° A fork lift truck, for example, may only be
available to the department whose material handling system
is being simulated for the last four hours of the eight-hour
shift° If the cycle length is assumed to be eight hours, then
the time the truck is available would be from t = 4 to t = 8°
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Equipment that is available for the entire shift would have
as its period of availability from t = 0 to t = 8o This does
not mean that the equipment will always be available during
this specified interval, but it does mean that it is possible
for the equipment to be available during this period° For
the fork lift truck that had an availability period from t =
to t = 8, it will never be available from t = 0 to t = 4o
However_ it may need repair or be required someplace else during
the period t = 4 to t = 8°
20 What _roportion of the availability period is the equipme, nt
able 3o execute movesforthe-s_stembeing simulated?
The MHSS user must determine what proportion of the
available time the equipment is actually available to perform
the material handling function in the system being simulated°
The availability period for a piece of equipment could be
from t = 0 to t = 8, but during this period it may only be
actually able to execute moves, on the average_ 90 per cent
of the time° The other 10 per cent of the time the equipment
may be receiving repairs, o_ servicing another department or
areas not included in the simulation° The proportion of
time available then would be og0o MHSS assumes that time
periods when the equipment is not actually able to execute
moves during the availability period to occum in a random
manner o
!
' 16
3o When the equipment is not able to execute moves for the
, i, ,i
system being simulated! how long does this period last?
MHSS also requires information on the length of time
I a piece of equipment is not able to execute moves duming the
availability periodo Consider the example presented in the
I
discussion of the previous question, where a piece of equipment
I
I
I
is actually available 90 pep cent of the time duping a cycle
of eight houmSo This 90 per cent average could have been
determined fmom a situation where the equipment is actually
available 100 pep cent of the time for nine days and then was
down completely for the tenth° Or it could have been determined
I
I
I
from a situation where the average length of unavailability was
two minutes, and the avemage number of these unavailable periods
was 24 during an eight-hour day. In either case, the propor-
tion of time available would be °900 Therefore, the user must
furnish MHSS with information on the length of time the equip-
I
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I
ment is not able to execute moves duping the availability
period°
The data obtained from the answers to the move and
equipment questions are the parameters to the MHSS model°
model in flow chamt form is shown in Figure 6.
The
Each block of
!
!
the flow chart will now be examined°
io Schedule First Report-
MHSS provides a report at the end of each cycle° This
! meport will give the total amount of handling time fop each
!
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move, the number of times each move occurred, and the total
amount of time each move had to wait for service. The time
each piece of equipment is busy, idle, and the time it was
unavailable to the system being simulated is also reported°
MHSS keeps a schedule of all events that occur durin E the
simulation_ There are three types of events that can occur
during a cycle: reports, moves, and changes in equipment
status° The first type is a report and in Block l, the first
report is initially scheduled to occur.
2o Schedule Initial Primary Moves
MHSS uses three main categories of moves. They are
primary moves, optional moves, and following moves. A primary
move is a move that occurs entirely on its own during the
cycle° A following move is a move that is triggered by the
completion of some other move, and an optional move is a move
that only occurs when a primary or a following move cannot
take place° Primary moves occur at random during the cycle,
or the time between demands for these moves may be rigidly
specified° In Block 2, the initial occurrences of all the
primary moves are scheduled°
3. Schedule Equipment Availability
In the simulation, each piece of equipment has a tag
that keeps track of when the equipment will be free to execute
moves° For example, if a piece of equipment is in the process
of executing a move that will be completed at t = 10.15, then
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the tag for this equipment would be 10.15o Initially, the tag
for each piece of equipment will be set to the time of the
start of the availability period for each piece of equipment°
4o Remove First Event Prom Schedule
MHSS will take the event with the earliest chronological
time from the schedule° It will examine this event to determine
if it is a report, a move, or a change in equipment status° For
events that are scheduled to occur at the same time, changes in
equipment status will be executed first, moves second, and
reports third° Changes in equipment status will be executed
first, since many times these changes in status represent
equipment breakdown° For simplicity, MHSS does not allow equip-
ment to break down while executin K a move. For example,
consider the case where a piece of equipment coded EX is in
the process of executing a move that is to be completed at
t = 10o23. If at time t = 10.20. a change in equipment status
for EX occurs, and this change in status represents a breakdown,
the breakdown will be delayed until t = 10.23. If another
move is waitinK for EX, and moves had precedence over changes
in equipment status, the breakdown would again be delayed.
Therefore, chanEes in equipment status are given highest priority°
Not allowing changes in equipment status while the
equipment is executing a move did not appear to affect the
realism of the model in the situations where it was tested°
However, if it is desired to simulate a move that will occupy
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equipment fop a large percentage of the simulation cycle, it
would be desirable to break the move down into smaller segments
so the equipment would have a chance to break down°
For example, consider move MA that requires equipment
EXo MA requires three hours for execution and the cycle length
is eight hours° It would be better to break this move down
into, say, one-half hour segments where MA would be a primary
1
move requiring one-half hour, MA 2 a following move that is
triggered by the completion of MA 1 and also requires one-half
hour, MA 3 a half hour following move that is scheduled immediately
upon the completion of MA 2 and so on, until the entire three
hour move is accounted for by the single one-half hour
primary move and five following moves each of one-half hour
duration° In this way, any breakdown of EX would not be
excessively delayed, since MHSS would determine each half hour
during the execution of the move if any equipment breakdown
took place°
Reports ape give lowest precedence for events that are
to occur at the same time, since they only occur at the end
of simulation cycles, and all other activities that are to
occur at that time should be attended to before the cycle is
ended° MHSS will also recognize priorities for moves. If
a user has assigned priorities to moves, and two or more
become scheduled to occur at the same time, MHSS will then
select the move with the highest priority, and execute this
move first° If priorities are not used, and two or more are
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to occur at the same time, then the move that was assigned to
the schedule first will he executed first°
5o Print Report
Figure 7 shows a typical end of cycle report from MHSS0
The time at the end of the cycle is shown along with the cycle
number on the first line of the report. Following this, for
each move, there is the code assigned to the move, the total
waiting time for the move during the cycle, the number of times
the move occurred, and the total material handling time required
for the move° Next, for each piece of equipment, the total time
the equipment was working, the total time it was idle, and the
total time it was not available to execute moves during the
simulation cycle° Averages to date are also printed.
60 Have Desired Number of Cycles Been Simulated
i II I
The user will specify to MHSS how many simulation cycles
he desires to be executed° After each cycle, MHSS will deter-
mine if this desired number has been satisfied°
70 Schedule Next Re_ort
If the desired number of cycles has not been executed,
MHSS will set the clock to 0, schedule the report at the end
of the next cycle and go back to Step 2.
8° Print Summary,Report
If the desired number of cycles has been executed, a
summary report will be given° This report gives the average
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values of the variables reported in the end of cycle reports,
over the number of cycles executed°
report, the simulation is finished°
0
Upon completion of this
Is Move Blocked
Once MHSS has determined a move is to occur, it first
investigates to see if any other move is in progress that
blocks the move°
i0_ Schedule Required Move
If the move that is to occur is blocked by a blocking
move already in progress, MHSS will look ahead to see when the
blocking move will be completed. If the move that is to occur
has no optional move, the move will be put back in the schedule
to occur at the time the blocking move is completed° If the
move does have an option, however, MHSS must determine if an
attempt should be made to execute the option0 In preparing
data for MHSS, the user must specify how long he is willing
to have a move wait, rather than have an optional move executed°
For example, a primary move might require an overhead crane as
its material handling equipment° An optional move for this
primary move might require a fork lift truck. When a demand
for the primary move occurs, and the move cannot immediately
be executed, perhaps because of blocking, MHSS will not
always immediately attempt the optional move with the fork
lift truck° It would not be too realistic to assume that a
machine operator will begin to unload his machine with a fork
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lift truck, when the overhead crane which can much more easily
execute the move will be available in three minutes. It would
be a different situation if the crane was going to be blocked
or otherwise unavailable for an hour. In that case, he would
probably use the truck to unload his machine, rather than wait
an hour for the crane°
The MHSS user must specify to the model how long a move
should be allowed to wait rather than use an optional move.
During execution, MHSS assumes that the time a blocking move
will be completed or equipment will become available is known.
In the above example, assume the user had specified the primary
move could wait as much as five minutes rather than immediately
execute the fork lift truck move. Assume a demand for the
primary move occurred at 10:00, and it was found the move was
blocked° The blocking will last until 10:20. In this situa-
tion, MHSS would initiate the optional move at 10:00. If the
blocking move was due for completion at or any earlier than
10:05, then the primary move would be delayed until then,
since the option is only used if it is determined the primary
move must wait more than five minutes.
ll° Is Equipment Free to Execute Move
If no blocking was found for a move, MHSS then checks
for equipment availability° Each piece of equipment required
for the move must be free° If it is not free, and the move
has no option, _he move will immediately be rescheduled to
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occur when the equipment will be free° If the move has an option
and the time until the equipment will be free is longer than the
time the user specified the move should wait, the option is
scheduled to occur immediately°
12o Execute Move
_ in
When it has been found that the move is not blocked,
and the equipment required to execute the move is free, the
move is sial-ted0 The length of time the move is to take will
be determined from the specifications furnished by the user°
The tags on the required equipment will be changed to show when
the move will be completed, and the equipment is again available
zo execute other moves° Tags and tallies connected with the
move will be changed and up dated to keep tr`ack of the number
of times the move occurred, the length of time the move was
delayed_ the lengzh of handling time, and other` data needed
for` reporting and operation of the model.
13o Schedule Following Moves
|
If the move has any following moves that ar`e to occur
immediately upon its completion or some time after its comple-
tion, they are then added to the schedule along with the time
they are to occur° Primar`y, optional, and following moves
themselves can all have following moves.
14o Schedule Next Occurrence of Primary Move if Necessary
If the move that has just been started is a primary
move, the next occurrence of the move will be added to the
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schedule° The parameters which the user furnished MHSS con-
cerning the time between demands for each of the primary moves
are used in determining when the next occurrence of a given
primary move will take place°
15o Chag_e Status of Equipment
The third type of event MHSS can find in the schedule is
a change of equipment status° There are two ways that equipment
can change its status° It can become available to the system
being simulated or, the second way, it ca1_ become unavailable
to the systemo Equipment in the process of executing a move
for the system being simulated does not have its status changed
when it completes the move° While in the process of executing
a move for the system, it is still considered by MHSS to be
available to the system° A change in equipment status would
be events such as equipment breaking down, equipment returning
from a breakdown, equipment going to another department not
included in the simulation, and equipment returning from another
department° If the event is a piece of equipment becoming avail-
able to the system, the tag fop the equipment which records when
the equipment _ill be available is changed to contain the current
time° If the event is a piece of equipment becoming unavailable
to the system, MHSS must determine when i_ will next become
available, and record this value in the availability tag for
the equipment°
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16o Schedule Next Chan_e of Equipment Status if Necessary
Each time a piece of equipment changes its status, the
time for the next change is determined and this event added to
the schedule° For equipment that is becoming unavailable to the
system for the remainder of the cycle, no new change of equip-
ment status event need be added to the schedule° For example,
consider a piece of equipment that is available i00 per cent of
the time from t = 0 to t = 4 during an eight hour cycle. When
time reaches t = 4 and the event occurs when the equipment
becomes unavailable, no new event concerning this equipment need
be added to the schedule° However, if the user said the piece
of equipment was only available 50 per cent of the time during
this period, at some time during the availability period,
t = 2049 for example, it would be possible that the piece of
equipment might become unavailable to the system for .25 hours.
In this case, the return of the equipment to the system must
be added to the schedule to occur at t = 2.74. If the propor-
tion of time the equipment is not actually available to the
system during its availability period is less than i°0, MHSS
will assume the times the equipment leaves the system to occur
in a random manner°
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IIIo MHSS COMPUTER PROGRAM
Fortran II was selected as the computer language for
programming MHSS0 Fortran II was selected over simulation
languages SIMSCRIPT, GASP, and GPSS which were available and
would have made the programming easier, for several reasons°
First, it was desired to make MHSS as universal as possible,
and the number of computer installations which have Fortran
readily available far outnumber those thaihave the simulation
languages mentione:l !..'.'gnd, none of the three simulation
languages mentioned _._._.in the operating system at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh Computing Center where this work was done°
Therefore, it was imp_ssiblc to run programs written in these
languages under the reg[_!_z _a_ch processing system° Turn-
around time thus would have been much greater had any <-_ these
languages been used° Fortran II was chosen over MAD, a more
powerful compiler language available in the operating system
at Pitt, again to make MHSS more universally capable of being
utilized°
Figure 8 is a flow chart of the program° As expected,
the program flow chart is very similar to the model flow chart
in Figure 6o Blocks i, 2, and 3 of the flow chart represent
the operations to get the simulation parameters into the
computer° Figure 9 shows these input operations in more
detail° This input flow chart has been divided into four
segments A, B, C, and D for ease of explanation_ In segment
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A, a single card is read that contains information as to the
length of the simulation cycle, and the number of cycles that
are to be simulated° These two variables are called:
NOSSM - The number of cycles to be simulated
HRSH - The length of a simulation cycle
In addition, three other variables are read from this first
card°
IHOW - A single digit number that when set to zero
will cause a report to be printed at the end
of each simulation cycle. When set to any non-
zero value, only the summary report at the end
of all the cycles to be simulated will be
printed°
NSEED - MHSS utilizes a uniformly distributed random
number generator of numbers between 0 and io
NSEED is a five digit number used as a seed
for this random number generator°
JXX - A three column blank field read under an
alpha format to be used for comparison purposes_
There are only two system functions assumed by MHSS_ These
are the random number generator called by RANDOM, and log e
called by ELOGo
In Segment B, the equipment parameters are read° An
initial index I is set to i, and then the equipment variables
for the first piece of equipment are read°
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JEQ - A three character code assigned by the user for
a piece of equipmento
TMEQS - The start of the availability period for the
equipment°
TMEQN - The end of the availability period for the equip-
mento
PEQAV - The proportion of time the equipment is actually
available to the system during the availability
period°
TEQGN - First parameter for the length of time the
equipment is gone during the availability period°
TEQ2P - Second parameter for the length of time the
equipment is gone during the availability period°
JEQGD - The statistical distribution to be utilized when
determining the length of time the equipment is
gone0 For example, if JEQGD is 3, the distri-
bution is normal and MHSS would use TEQGN as
the mean and TEQ2P as the standard deviation°
The equipment parameter cards will continue to be read, one
card for each piece of equipment° Each time a card is read,
JEQ(I) is compared with JXX, the blank alpha variable° If
the two variables do not compare, I is incremented and another
card read° If the two variables do compare, MHSS assumes the
end of the equipment list and sets NEQ equal to I-lo NEQ is
the number of pieces of equipment in the simulation° It may
not be the same as the actual number of pieces in the system
I
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being simulated° Consider, for example, the situation where a
piece of equipment is available to a system for the first two
hours of an eight-hour shift, and then again for the last two
hours of the shift_ There would be one data card showing a
piece of equipment with an availability period from t = 0 to
t : 2_ and a second card showing a piece of equipment with an
availability period from t : 6 to t = 8_. MHSS would thus treat
the single piece of equipment as two separate pieces,
After the equipment list has been read, MHSS is now ready
to bring in the move parameters° These operations are shown in
Segment ._ of Figure 8_ The first step is to initialize the
blocking list_ '_be blocking list contains all the blocking
moves and all the moves they block_ Each blocking move and all
the moves it blocks form sub-lists in the blocking list.. The
sub=lists are separated by zeros in the blocking list0 For
example, suppose M1 is a blocking move and the moves it blocks
are M3, MS, and M90 Suppose M5 is another blocking move and
the moves it blocks are M3_ M6, M7, and MI2o The blocking
list then would appear in Figure 100
Cell No o Blocking Lis____tt
1 0
2 M1
3 M3
4 M8
5 M9
6 0
7 M5
8 M3
9 M6
i0 M7
Ii MI2
12 0
BLOCKING LIST
Figure l0
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The blocking move is the first move after the zero, and the
moves it blocks continue until another zero is encountered°
Each element of the blocking list is called MBLS(I), and the
next cell to be utilized on the blocking list is called NBLK0
In the example shown in Figure i0, NBLK would be 13o There-
fore, in initializing the blocking list, MBLS(1) is set zo
zero, and NBLK set to 20 The move parameters are then brought
into the computer, one move per card° The variables are as
follows_
MC
MOWN
MFPON
JEQRI
JEQR2
JEQR3
TMLST
TMLFN
- A three character code assigned to each move
by the user°
- If the move is an optional move, the name of
the move which owns it.
- If the move is a following move, this variable
is set to one, otherwise set to zero°
- The first piece of equipment required for
the move°
- The second piece of equipment required for
the move o
- The third piece of equipment required for
the move°
- The start time for the period when the move
can occur°
- The finish time for the period when the move
can occur°
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TMMIN - The first parameter for the time the move
requires° For example, for a normal distri-
bution this would be the mean°
TMMAX - The second parameter for the time the move
requires° For a normal distribution this
would be the standard deviation°
MDIS - The statistical distribution for the move time,
The normal distribution is code 3o
TNMMN - The first parameter for the time between moves°
TNMMX'- The second parameter for the time between
moves°
NMDIS - The statistical distribution for the time
between moveso
MCOP - The move code of the optional move, if it
exists°
TMCOP - The time the move can wait, rather than execute
the option.
MCFOL - The move code of the first following move,
TIFLI - The first parameter of the time until the
first following move is executed°
TIFL2 - The second parameter of the time until the
first following move is executed,
JDIFL - The statistical distribution of the time until
the first following move.
MCFL2 - The move code of the second following move,
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T2FLI - The first parameter of the time until the second
following move is executed°
T2FL2 - The second parameter of the time until the second
following move is executed°
JD2FL - The statistical distribution of the time until
the second following move°
MPRI - The priority of the move° Lowest priorityzeroo
MBLK - If the move is a blocking move this variable
is set to one, otherwise it is zero°
MHSS will continue to read move cards until a blank card is
encountered0 When the blank is encountered, MC(I) will be the
same as JXX, and the number of moves in the simulation, called
NMV, will be set to I-f0 Anytime the variable MBLK(I), is
found to be non-zero, the I'th move is considered to be a
blocking move° MC(I) is then put in the next available position
on the blocking list, and the cards which follow will have the
move codes of the moves it blocks° These cards will continue
to be read_ until again a blank is encountered° This is the
indication that the end of the list of moves which are blocked
has been found° MHSS then goes back to bring in the next move
and its associated parameters°
In Segment D_ MHSS brings in the statistical distribu-
tions the user wishes to furnish° MHSS has a number of built
in distributions° For examples, statistical distribution 3
is a normal distribution, 2 is an exponential distribution°
Distributions 12 through 20 are Erlang distributions, with 12
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a class 2 Erlang t 13 a class 3, erc0 Any distribution numbered
over 20 must be furnished by the user° To do this_ he furnishes
points from the cumulative distribution of his function° For
example, assume a histogram of some data appears as in Figure iio
0
,t= l O
./:=5"
I- h
X
HISTOGRAM
Figure iI
The cumulative relative frequencies are determined in Figure 12o
Cumulative Relative
C_ulatiyeFFequencz .... Frequency _.
5 0 0
i0 S 020
15 15 060
20 20 080
25 23 092
30 25 io00
CUMULATIVE RELATIVE FREQUENCIES
Figure 12
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The user will punch the distribution number, in this
case, 21, on a single card, and on the following card punch the
values of the random variables and the associated cumulative
relative frequencies° The next card will contain the number
of the next distribution the user wishes to furnish, and the
card following it the data pretaining to the distribution.
MHSS will continue to read distributions in this manner until
it encounters a blank card° A maximum of eight points from
the cumulative distributions are allowed. The random variable
is called X, and the cumulative relative frequency called P
in the program° Therefore, for the J'th distribution, which
the user assigned a number MHSS calls NDIS(J), the values
X(J,I), P(J,I) to X(J,8), P(J,8) are read° P(J,I) must Re
equal to zero and P(J,8), or some other P(J,K), with K < 8,
must be equal, to unity° Finally when the blank card is encoun-
tered, MHSS will set KDIS equal to the number of user furnished
distributions, and the input phase is completed°
Once the input phase has been completed, MHSS executes
operationson the data to provide for more efficiency once the
simulation begins° These operations are represented in Block
of Figure 8 entitled Establish Move&Equipment Linkages° When
the input phase is completed, the computer has the data on the
moves and equipment stored in the same manner as the user
furnished it to MHSS0 For example, the fourth move read in
the input phase might be coded MV9 and require EQA and EQBo
Assume EQA is the sixth piece of equipment on the equipment
I
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list and EQB is the tenth,_ If the user furnished code name
MV9 was placed in the schedule, consider the problems that
would oc<_ur when the time for the move was reached° First,
MV9 would have to be compared with all the move codes until a
comparison was encounteredo In this example, four comparisons
would be made° JEQRI 4 would be EQA and JEQR24 would be EQB0
The equipment list would have to be searched to find EQA and
EQB, to determine if these pieces of equipment are available
to execute the move° TEQAV 6 is the tag for EQA which gives
the time it will be available and TEQAV10 is the tag for EQBo
To avoid the time consuming checking of lists, MHSS will sub-
stitute the position on the equipment list for each piece of
equipment required for a move° In the above example, JEQRI 4
would be set to 6 and JEQR24 would be set to 10o
the fourth move occurs, the variable TEQAVjEQRI4
time the first piece of equipment required will be available,
and TEQAVjEQR24 would give the time for the second° The sub-
stitution of list position for code is made for all move and
equipment codes° If MY9 had an optional move coded XV3, and
XV3 was in the twentieth position of the move list, MCOP 4
would be set to 20° The blocking list is also altered, so
that it will contain positions on the move list rather than
move codes° Also during this phase the integrity of the data
is checkedo If a move has a following move that does not
appear onthe move list_ for example, a message is printed
Then when
would give the
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informing the user of this fact, and the run is then terminated°
The next phase of the MHSS program is shown as Block 5
of Figure 8o This is the initialization phase° During this
phase_ the initial occurrences of the events are placed in the
schedule° It might be well at this point to examine the
scheduling technique used in MHSSo The schedule is a threaded
list, wh._ch allows for rapid filing of data into the schedule,
and also enables items to be quickly withdrawn° With a threaded
list, a cell contains not only a piece of data, but also
pointers that show where the next item on the list is located
and where the preceding item on the list is found° Figure 13
shows the operation of the MHSS schedule° In Figure 13, a
schedule capable of holding six events is shown° Each cell
in the schedule has a flag associated with it (variable FLAG
in the program), which determines if the cell is currently
holding an event that is to tame place sometime in the future°
When the flag is zero, no event is currently being stored in
its associated cello In Figure 13A, there are five events
stored_ Cell 6 is currently empty° Each event has its event
code and the time of its occurrence stored in the cello (CODE
and TM) 0 MHSS constantly stores the cell number that contains
the earliest event in the schedule (NST), and the cell number
containing the last event in the schedule (NEN)o In Figure
13A, event 25 is the first event to occur and is stored in
cell 2o Thus, NST is equal to 2° Event i16, scheduled at
8_40 is the last event in the schedule and is stored in cell 3o
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CELL CODE TIME
1 17 8:30
2 25 8:10
3 116 8:40
4 16 8:25
5 29 8:35
Start Cell : 2
NEXT
5
4
0
1
3
m
Finish Cell : 3
A
CELL CODE TIME NEXT
1 17 8:30 5
3 i15 8:40 0
16 8:25 1
5 28 8:35 3
Start Cell : 4 Finish Cell : 3
B
'4-1
PRECEDING FLAG
i
0 i
5 i
2 i
i i
- 0
Last Cell Utilized = 5
PRECEDING FLAG
4 1
- 0
5 1
0 1
1 1
- 0
Last Cell Utilized : 5
CELL CODE TIME NEXT PRECEDING FLAG
1 17 8:30 5 4 1
2 ...... 0
3 116 8:40 6 5 1
4 16 8:25 1 0 1
5 29 8:35 3 1 1
6 52 9:00 0 3 1
Finish Cell : 6Start Cell : 4
C
MHSS SCHEDULE OPERATIONS
Figure 13
Last Cell Utilized = 5
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NEN, therefore, would be 30
Stored along with the event code and its time in a
schedule cell, is the cell number of the event that is to
follow it, and the cell number of the event that preceds it
(NX and JP)o In Figure 13A, event 16 in cell 4 is followed
by event 17 in cell 1 and preceded by event 25 in cell 2°
= 1 and JP4 = 2 Figure 13B shows the scheduleTherefore, NX 4 o
after the first event has been removed° NST now equals 4 since
event 16 at 8:25 is the next to occur. The flag for cell 2
has been set to zero, and this cell is now available for a new
event to be stored o JP4 = 0, since no event now precedes the
event in cell 4o
Figure 13C shows the schedule after an event has been
added° MHSS keeps track of the cell number last utilized by
the schedule in the variable LWCo Whenever a new event is to
be added to the schedule, LWC is increased by one and the
event assigned to the cell whose number is the new value of
LWC, provided LWC is not greater than the size of the schedule
and the flag of cell number LWC is zero° In the example of
Figure 13, LWC is equal to 5 in B o When a new event is to
be added to the schedule, LWC is increased by one to six°
The schedule is capable of storing six events, the flag of
cell 6 is zero, therefore the "event, event 52 in the example,
and its time are stored in cell 6o Figure 13C shows the
schedule after this addition° Since event 52 has a time of
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9;00, it now is the last event in the schedule and NEN is set
to 60 NX is set to 6 and the addition of the event is com-
3
pletedo Suppose another event is now to be added to the
schedule° Assume it is event 7 and its time of occurrence is
8_45o When LWC is increased by one to equal 7, MHSS determines
that it must now start back at the beginning of the schedule
cells to find one that is empty° It finds such a cell in cell
2 and assigns the event to that cello Figure 14 shows the
schedule after this assignment has been made° If at this point
another attempt was made to add an event to the schedule, MHSS
would find all cells filled and halt the simulation°
Cell Code Time Next _
1 17 8_30 5 4 1
2 7 8:45 6 3 1
3 116 8;40 2 5 1
4 16 8:25 1 0 1
5 29 8_35 3 1 1
6 52 9:00 0 2 1
Start Cell 4 Finish Cell 6 Last Cell Utilized 2
FILLED MHSS SCHEDULE
Figure 14
Figure 15 is a flow chart of the operations required
to add an event to the schedule° In the flow chart CIN is
the code of the event to be added, TMIN the time the event
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is to occur, and NCEL is the number of cells in the schedule°
The position on the move list is the code filed in the schedule
for a move event° The position on the equipment list plus 5000
is the code used for the event where a piece of equipment is to
become available to the system and the position on the equip-
ment list plus 10,000 is the code used for the event where a
piece of equipment is to become unavailable to the system° A
report event is coded 15,000o Figure 16 gives a table of these
codes o
Range of Cod_e
1 _ Code _< 5,000
5001 _ Code _ i0,000
i0001 _ Code < 15,000
Code = 15,000
Event Type
Move
Equipment becoming available
Equipment becoming unavailable
Report
EVENT CODES
Figure 16
In the program the statement CALL FILE (X,Y) will cause an
event coded X to be filed in the schedule to occur at time Yo
Subroutine FILE performs the operations of Figure 15. Durzng
the initialization phase, the initial occurrence of all
primary moves, the report to occur at the end of the cycle,
and the start of the equipment availability periods, are
filed in the scheduleo Various tallies and sums are also
initially set to zero during this phase°
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After initialization, The simulation begins° In Blocks
6 to 7 of Figure 8, the operations required to remove the next
event from the schedule, and determine what it is are represented°
These operations are shown in Figure 17o If the event is a
change of equipment status, it is executed immediately° If the
event is a report, the time of the following event is checked°
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Tb,_ time of the foJlow:_n_ event is TMNXNsT, If this time is
equa! tG TMNsT, then this following event will take precedence
_:_,e_ the. repor_ since r,epo,-t events have lowest prior,_ty_ All
events tha_ are l:o occur" at. the same time ar,e ?hacked so that
*.:he even', which w].ll be executed at that t].me wil[ be the crept
w_th ,+he biLbo.st p:c,JoI_jry. Chancre of eq,lJpmen_ status #iz,st..
moves secon,fl, arid -r:eports iast. if two or more moves are I:o
oc¢-ur et t:he same time, the move with The highest user assigned
priority will first be exe,'::uTed, A check is also made [o
detez-m[r, : if theme will. be a reversal of time in che simulatior,_
i_ 'fI'_NANST '£MNsT _t means J:he event following the first event
in the schedule is scheduled earlier than the first event in
the schedule, In this situation MHSS will print information
concerning, the _:,_....."÷:_- _ the schedule to aid in de-bugging
and then stop. NO attempt is made-to unravel the condition,
since it probably occurred as a result of error in the input
data, and the worth of the simulation would be questionable
if allowed to continue.
If the event is a change of equipment status, subroutine
EQCHG(IN,TIME) is called° This subroutine is represented by
Block 8 of Figure 8° The first argument IN, is the code of
the event, and the second argument TIME, is the time of the
event° If the equipment is becoming available to the system,
then IN _ 10,O00o The position on the equipment list of the
equipment involved is then found by subtz, acting 5,000 from IN o
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For this I'th piece of equipment TEQAV (I) is set to TIMEo
If the proportion of time the equipment is available to the
system (PEQAV (I)) is io0, an event is added to the schedule
to occur at the end of the availability period for the piece
of equipment (TMEQN (I))0 The code for the schedule would be
I + i0,000o If PEQAV (I) < i, MHSS must determine when the
equipment will next become unavailable° The occurrences of these
periods when the equipment becomes unavailable to the system
are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. The time interval
between Poisson arrivals has a probability density function
-Ax
(i) f (x) = Ae
where _ is the mean arrival rate. To find the cumulative dis-
tribution function F(x) integrate from 0 to t and obtain
t -Ax e-_X t -At -At(2) F(x) : _e dx : _(__ 0 : -(e -i) : 1 - e
Once a cumulative distribution function is obtained, it is an
easy matter to simulate the universe fmom which the function
was obtained° Assume a histogram and the approximation to the
cumulative distribution function are as shown in Figure 18o
If we sample at random from a uniform distribution between zero
and unity and transform each value from this uniform distri-
bution to a corresponding x value in Figure 18B, a histogram
of the transformed values will look very much like the histo-
gram in Figure 18A0 For example, a value from the uniform
distribution might be °42° This would be transformed to an x
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Figure IBB
We would expect approximately 40 per cent of the
values from the uniform distribution to lie between 02 and o8_
These values will be transformed to x values between 4 and 8o
In the histogram of the original x values, 40 per cent of them
were between 4 and 8o Return.in K to equation (2), where the
cumulative distribution function of the time between Poisson
arrivals is shown, this equation is set equal to U, a value
of the cumulative probabilities°
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-_t
U : i - e
-At
(3) or e = i - U
After the natural log of both sides is taken°
(4) log e (e -xt) = log e (i- U)
or -Xt = log e (i - U)
1
(5) or t = - --X log e (i - U)
Since U is a value of the cumulative probabilities, and these
are the values that are going to be drawn from a uniform dis-
tribution, 1 - U is just the complement of U. There is no
loss of generality, therefore, if the following expression is
used instead of equation (8)
(6) t : -
log e U
A FORTRAN statement to generate a random time for this distri-
bution would be:
(7) T = -Io0/A _ LOGE (RANDOM (NSEED))
where A is the value of _o For each piece of equipment whose
proportion of time actually available to the system during the
availability period is less than one, the user also must
furnish information on the length of time the equipment is
not available° From this data MHSS calculates the mean time
the equipment is not available to the system. For many of
the distributions, the mean is one of the furnished parameters°
The mean number of times the equipment leaves the system during
the availability period is calculated by:
I
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(8) N : TAV - (PEQAV)o(TAV)
AVTGN
where TAV : Length of the availability period
PEQAV : Proportion of time the equipment is actually avail-
able
AVTGN : Average length of time not available to the system
To calculate _:
(9) : N
TAV
Each time a piece of equipment becomes available to the system,
the time it next becomes unavailable is calculated using equa-
tions (7), (8), and (9)o The code for the event that will be
filed in the schedule will be the position of the equipment
on the equipment list plus i0,000o When the event is a piece
of equipmeqt becoming unavailable to the system, detected by
the code being between i0,000 and 15,000, MHSS must determfne
from the param@ters on length of time not available, how long
the piece of equipment will be gone° TEQAV for the piece of
equipment is then set to the time the equipment will return
An event, coded with the position on the equipment list plus
5,000, is added to the schedule to occur when the equipment
will next become available° Each time a piece of equipment
leaves the system, a variable for that particular piece of
equipment (TAWAY I) has the length of time the equipment will
be gone added to it° Thus, at the end of a simulation cycle
TAWAY I will hold the total amount of time a piece of equipment
was unavailable to the system during the cycle° Variables
!
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TIDLE I and TWORK I are used to contain the amounts of time the
equipment was idle and workin K during the cycle° Whenever an
event occurs for a piece of equipment to become unavailable
to the system, and it is in the process of executing a move,
deteced by TEQAV for the piece of equipment being greater than
the current value of time, the event is filed back in the
schedule, this time to occur at TEQAV. Once the change of
equipment status has been attended to, MHSS returns to the
schedule and _emoves the next event°
If the event is a move detected by code _ 5,000, MHSS
first checks to see if the move is blocked° Block 12 of
Figure 8 represents these instructions_ Associated with each
move is a variable TCOMI, which gives the time the I'th move
will be completed° If TCGM I _ TIME (TIME is the current value
of time), the move is not now in progress. MHSS will look at
the blocking list to see if the current move appears on the
list. If it finds the move on the list, it looks at the cell
preceding the move to see if it is zero. If it is zero, the
current move is itself a blocking move_ and the remainder of
the blocking list is checked° If it is not zero, the current
move is a move that can be blocked° The blocking list is then
checked in reverse from that point on until a zero is encoun-
teredo The move following the zero is the blocking move for
the current move° TCOM is looked at for the blocking move,
and if it is greater than TIME, the move is blocked° The
I
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flow chart for these operations is shown in Figure 19o
I
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MNOW" _-U_EI4T MOVe',_N.N,O'I"
BLOCKING DETERMINATION
I Figure 19
_L.OC_CED
I
I
I
If the move is blocked, MHSS must decide if an optional
move is to be initiated° The time until the current move can
be initiated is TCOMj - TIME where J is the blocking move°
If this is greater than the time the user specified the move
I
I
could wait, ratheP than initiate am .o.,ptional move, an optional
move will be initiated° If the current move does not have an
option, then the current move is put back into the schedule
I
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I
I
to occur at TCOM o If an optional move is to be initiated,
J
this move is added to the schedule to occur at TIMEo Therefore,
any time blocking is encountered, a move will be added to the
I
I
I
schedule° If it is an optional move that is to be added, it is
scheduled to occur immediately° If no option has been specified
by the user, or the option is not required, then the current
move is added to the schedule to occur when the blocking is
finished° These operations are represented by Block 13 of
i Figure 8o
If the move is not blocked, MHSS now determines if the
i is available execute the This isrequired equipment to move°
shown in Block 14 of Figure 8. Each move can have up to three
I pieces of equipment; JEQRII, JEQR2 I, and JEQR3 I. If a move
i requires only a single piece of equipment, JEQR21 will be
o AVjE , TEQAVjE R2 I,zero MHSS must, therefore, look at TEQ QRII Q
!
and TEQAVjEQR a for all JEQRK I _= 0 (K : 1,2,3) to determine
I
i if TEQAVjEQRKI _ TIMEo If this is true, all the equipment
I required for the move is available° If a piece of equipment
is not available, the equipment list is checked to see if
I another piece of like equipment might be available° For
!
!
example, consider the move list and the equipment list of
Figure 20°
!
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MOVE LIST
Position Move Code Equipment Required
1 MVI 2, 4
2 MV2 1
3 CRI 3, 2
4 CRA . i, 5
5 MV3 4
6 CRB 5
EQUIPHENT .LIST
Positio________n_nnEquipment Code Time Available
1 EQA 9.05
2 EQB 8,55
3 EQ3 10o07
4 EQ3 9.02
EQ_ 8.3o
MOVE AND EQUIPMENT LISTS
Figure 20
Assume the current time (TIME) is equal to 9.20 and event 3
occurs° Since the code for the event is __ 5,000, the event
is a move and it is the third event on the move list. In this
case, the _hird event on the move list is coded CRI, and
JEQRI 3 3 and JEQR23 2 are the pieces of equipment requi_ed
for the move. This means the thimd and second pieces of equip-
ment on the equipment list are mequiredo These are EQ3 and
I
I
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TEOAVjEQK 1 = 10o07 and sinceEQB respectively° - TEOAV 3
3
TIME is now 9°20, this piece of equipment cannot now be
utilized° However, MHSS will check the equipment list to see
if there is another piece of equipment with the same code° It
assumes all like equipment is segregated on the equipment listo
Therefore, since the equipment required in the example is in
the third position, it would check the fourth and second
positions for like equipment codes, and if it found none, assume
there were no other pieces of like equipment. In the example,
the equipment in the fourth position is the same as the equip-
ment required, and its time available, TEQAV 4 = 9.02, is less
than TIME, so this piece of equipment will be utilized°
JEQR23 = 2, and TEQAV 2 = 8°55, so the second piece of equipment
required for CRI is available° Since only two pieces were
required, JEQR33 = 0o If all the equipment required for the
move is not available, MHSS must again make the determination
to schedule an optional move to occur immediately, or to post-
pone the current move until all the required equipment is
available. The operation in Block 13 of Figure 8, therefore,
will be executed°
Finally, when i_ is determined that the move can be
executed, that is the move is not blocked and the required
equipment is available, the execution of the move will take
place° The length of time the move will take is furnished by
subroutine ATIME (PAR1, PAR2, PAR3, TIME, RTM) o As arguments
I
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this subroutine uses three parameters on the statistical distri-
bution to be used, the current value of TIME, and the value it
will return with, RTM, is the value for the time when the event
will be concluded° For example, consider a move whose length
of execution follows a normal distribution with mean = °55 and
standard deviation = ol0o The three parameters would be °55,
010, and 3° The code for a normal distribution being 3° If
the current value of TIME = i0o00, and a sample from this distri-
bution was °60, the value of RTM would be equal to 10o60o
TCOM for the move, and the TEQAV variables for all the equipment
required would be set to 10060o It might be well to consider
how subroutine ATIME generates values from various distributions°
Normal
The probability density function for a uniform distri-
bution between O _nd 1 would be:
pdf = 1 for 0_x_l
pdf : 0 elsewhere
The mean of this uniform distribution can be calculated by
m : (-- x f(x) dx = x dx =
J 0 0
x2
a
2
1 1
= 2
0
II
.g
!
t
g
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and its variance by:
Il 11 Il2 x 2o : (x - m)2f(x) dx : dx-
0 0 0
2xm dx +
Ii x32m dx : 3 i x211 il0 -2 + 4 x 0
1 1 1 1
-- ÷ :
3 2 4 12
From the central limit theorem, it is known that if a sample of
XI_ X2_. . ,X items are taken from a distribution with mean :
n
2
u and variance o _ that as n÷® the distribution of sample means
will follow a normal distribution with mean : _ and the standard
- O --
deviation : _ ioe_N(X, _, )o These X
--_ i ii
/ n ¢
n
values can be transformed to normal deviates by
(1o) z
m
X - U
_m
i
¢ n
Using equation i0, and sampling from a uniform distribution
one can obtain
59
(ii)
n
ZX.
J" 1
i = 1 ---
....
n
12
n
/ nZX. - nli = 1 2 12i n
from the final form of euqation ii, if n = 12 it reduces to
12
(12) Z : ZX. - 6
l
i : 1
Therefore, to generate a random normal deviate, all that is
necessary is to sum twelve random variables from a uniform
distribution between 0 and 1 and subtract 6o Once a random
normal deviate has been obtained, equation (13) is used to
transform the deviate to the desired distribution
(13) Y : M + Z*o
where M and o are the mean and standard deviation from the
desired normal distribution° Figure 21 gives the FORTRAN
instructions required:
I 6O
301
SUM = 0o0
DO 301 I = I, 12
SUM : SUN + RANDOM (NSEED)
BTM = PAR1 ÷ PAR2 _ (SUM - 8.0) + TIME
RETURN
Figure _
Reotan_ular
If the desired distribution is to be _ectan_Ula_ $_b-
routine ATIME simply converts a _andom value from %he uniform
random number generato_ to the des_ed distribution. PA_I
is the minimum value and ?AR2 is %he maxlmum value for Z_e fi_s_
I
!
i
I
two calling argumentS. The third a_gumenZ, ?AR3, i8 i, _he aode
for the rectangular dlstributiono The ?0RTRAN sta_eme_I
requi_ed to generate a RTM value from a _eo%angula_ d_|tr_bU%_
are shown in Figure _
Y = RANDOM(_EED)
RTM = TIME + Y * (PAR2 - PAR1)
RETURN
Figure 22
I
i
I
I
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EXPONENTIAL
The technique for _enerating random Values from an
exponential distrlbutio_ was explained prevIDuily during Zhe
description of how change8 in equipment B_i_| were handled.
In that case it was assumed the equipment 16&ve_ %he syi%e_
durin_ its availability period in a random m&nne_i and %he
time between these depa?tu?es followed _ _xpon,-_tt
!
!
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distribution. If an exponential distribution is desired for
some other time interval, subroutine ATIME is utilized. In
this case PAR1 is the mean of the distribution, and PAR2 is the
minimum value. The code for the exponential distribution is 2
and is the third parameter. The exponential distribution assumes
a possible range of values from 0 to . A graph of the function
would have the shape as shown in Figure 23 where m is the mean.
0 m
Figure 23
If the distribution has a non-zero minimum, as shown in Figure 24
where p is this minimum, it is necessary to adjust the mean
i
t t
0 p m
Figure 24
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before generatin| values from the distribution. T_e adjusted
mean is m - p and the distribution from which the random variable
is drawn is shown in Figure 25_.
@ -map
Figure 25
The randomvariable drawn is then adjusted 2o _he desired dis-
tribution by adding p. The FORTRAN sta%ements t_t_re_ are
i shown in _igure_6.
AV = PAR1 - PAR2
i RTM= TIME + PAR1 - AV *ELO@ (RANDOM(.NSEED))RETURN
I' Figure 26
!
!
Erlant
The Erlans distributions
with a slven shape parameter K.
are a series of curves, each
The curves for K 8 I, 2, |, _,
I and 8 are shown in Fi_eJ_7a A random variable from an EPlatq
_r CUrVe with shape parameter K is found by taking the mean Of a
I
I
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I
i
i
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U
_Z
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IZ.
ERLANG CURVES
Figure 27
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6_
sample of K random variables fmom an exponential distribution°
Therefore, with K = 1 the Erlang curve is actually an expo-
nential distribution° As K gets large, the Erlang curve
approaches the normal distribution as one would expect from
the central limit theorem° The first three parameters in call-
in K for a random variable from an Erlang distribution are:
PAR1 = the mean; PAR2 = the minimum value; PAR3 -- the shape
parameter + 10o The FORTRAN statements to generate the random
value are shown in Figure 28
K = PAR3 - l0
AK= K
SUM = 0o0.
AV = PAR 1 - PAR2
DO 52 I = i, K
52 S = S - AV * ELOG (RANDOM(NSEED))
S = SIAK
RTM = PAR2 + S + TIME
RETURN
Figure 28
User Furnished Distributions
If the third parameter is greater than 20 in the call-
ing arguments, subroutine ATIME recognizes the random variable
is to come from a user furnished distribution. As explained
in the discussion of the input techniques, user furnished
distributions are read as coordinates of points from a cumu-
lative distribution function. In obtaining a random variable
from such a distribution, subroutine ATIME will obtain a
random value between zero and one from the uniform distribution
and then use linear interpolation to transform this value to
Ii
I
I
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the desired distribution° In effect, what is done is to approx-
imate the cumulative distribution function with a series of
straight line seKmentSo For example, if the user furnished the
data shown in Figure 29A, the approximation to the cumulative
distribution function would be as shown in Figure 29Bo
Cumulat.ive Probability of X
6 0
7 ,20
8 °50
9 ,89
l0 o95
ii io00
Figure 29A
II
IO
9
8
7
6
USER DATA AND APPROXIMATION CURVE
PiKure 29B
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If the value drawn from the uniform distribution happened to
be °35, this would be transformed to an X value of 7°5° The
flow chart for these operations are shown in Figure 30°
I.r= z
RL'_rUI_N
FLOW CHART FOR CALCULATING VALUES
FROM USER FURNISHED DISTRIBUTIONS
Figure 30
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KDIS is the number of user furnished distributions and NDIS.
l
is the number assigned to the i'th distribution by the user°
Xj,i
tiono
and Pj,i are the i'th coordinates of the j'th distribu-
The FORTRAN statements are shown in Figure 31o
55
45
95
6O
79
80
85
86
K : PAR3
DO _5 I : i, KDIS
IF (K-NDIS(I)) _5, 55, _5
J = I
G0 T0 95
CONTINUE
Y = RANDOM(NSEED)
DO 80 I = 2, 8
IF (Y- P (J,I)) 60, 60, 79
RTM = TIME + X(J,I-l) + (J,I) - X(J,I-I)/
(P(J,I) - P(J,I-1) * (Y-P(J,I-I)
RETURN
IF (P(J,I)) 85, 85, 80
CONTINUE
PRINT 86, NDIS (J)
FORMAT (22HoBAD DISTRIBUTION ..... ,12)
STOP
Figure 31
Constant
If the desired value is to be a constant, PAR1 is the
constant value and PAR3 is 6, the code for the distribution°
The FORTRAN statements therefore would be as shown in Figure 310
RTM : PAR1 + TIME
RETURN
Figure 32
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Zero
In certain situations the random variable might be
desired to be aeroo With PAR3 set to 9, this can be accom-
plishedo The required FORTRAN statement would simply be
RTM = TIME o Other distributions can be added to MHSSo
Distribution codes 4, 5, 7, and I0 are not used. Thus,
if at some later time a user feels another distribution should
be added, he can assign one of the four unused codes and insert
the necessary instructions in subroutine ATIMEo If code 4 is
chosen, the instructions would begin at statement 400 in the
subroutine, if 5 is chosen at statement 500, 7 at statement
700, and i0 at statement 1000o If mope than four distributions
are desired to be added, a change in the program can readily
be made° This would require changing the coding scheme used
for user furnished distributions° As it is now programmed,
any distribution code over 20 is recognized as a user furnished
distribution° This could be changed to 30 and then the codes
from 21 to 30 would be available for built-in distributions°
After the time the move will be concluded has been
determined, the variable TCOM for the move and the TEQAV vari-
ables for the required equipment are set to this finishing
time° Tallies for the number of times the move occurred
during the cycle, the total handling time the move required
during the cycle, and the total work and idle time for the
involved equipment are adjusted to include the data concerning
the current moveo
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These variables in the pro_am are
NOTMM = The number of times the move was made
TMMWT = The total handling time for the move during
the cycle
TW0RK = The total work time for a piece of equipment
during a cycle
TIDLE = The total idle time for a piece of equipment
during a cycle
In addition, if the move could not be executed when its
demand first occurred, the variable WATMM for that move will
have the length of time from the demand until execution beEan
added to it o For example, a demand fop a primary move could
occur at i0.00o The move is blocked and the blocking will
last until 10o06o The time rather than option is oi0. In
this situation the primary move will be put back into the
schedule to occur at 10006o At 10o05 the move again is attempted
and its execution is started° MHSS keeps track of the time of
the initial demand for the move, in this case 10o00, in the
variable TMINT0 When execution of the i'th move begins, TIME -
TMINT. is the lenEth of time the move had to wait. This wait
1
interval is added to WATMM which keeps a total of all the
i
waiting time for the i'th move during the cycle. If the move
to be executed is an optional move, the move that owned the
optional move is the move that has the wait time changed. FoP
example, assume MVI is a primary move with 0PI an optional
move for MVIo The user specified that MVI is to wait °20 hour
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rather than exr ute the option° Assume a demand for MVI occurred
at 6°00° The required equipment for MVl will not be available
until 6°50° Therefore, an attempt will be made to execute the
optional move, OPlo However, its required equipment will not
be available until 6o10, and there are no other options° OPI will
begin execution at 6o10, and the o10 wait time between the
original demand for the move and the start of execution will be
added to the WATMM. associated with MVI
l
After determining the length of time for the move, and
satisfying the other operations required for its execution,
MHSS moves on to the next step° It is now ready to add to the
schedule the next occurrence of the move if it is a primary
move, and also to add to the schedule any following moves that
are to occur upon completion of the current move° This is shown
in Block 16 of Figure 80 In scheduling the next occurrence of
a primary move, subroutine ATIME is utilized and the calling
arguments are the parameters the user furnished on the length
of time between moves° It is to be remembered that MHSS assumes
the length of time between moves is from demand to next demand°
It is not the time between completion of a move and the next
demand for the move° It is possible for a demand for a move
to occur while the execution of the previous occurrence of the
move is still in progress° If the current move is an optional
move, the primary move that owns the option will be added to
the schedule° The user does not furnish information on time
between optional moves, since these moves only take place where
the primary move that owns them are delayed°
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Any following moves that are to occur upon the com-
pletion of the current move are also added to the scheduleo
The time from completion of the current move until the follow-
ing move is to occur is determined again using subroutine ATIME
and the parameters furnished by the user° Each move has two
following moves associated with ito If more than two are
desired, this can be accomplished using the following scheme°
Assume MVI is a primary move and four following moves
are to occur upon its completion° Call these moves FLI, £L2,
FL3, and £L4o As said before, MHSS only allows two following
moves per move° The two following moves that would be associated
with MVI would be £LI and a dummy move that could be called
DMIo This dummy move requires no equipment and will never be
on a blocking list0 The length of time for execution of the
dummy move will be zero° Upon the completion of MVI, DMI, and
£LI, will be added to the schedule° Since DMI requires no
equipment, is never blocked, and also requires no time, it
will be completed at the same time it started° DMI will also
have two following moves associated with ito One of them will
be a dummy that require no equipment and no time° The second
will be one of the legitimate following moves° The second
dummy will have its two following moves, one of them a dummy
and the other a legitimate move° This scheme will be continued
until all the legitimate following moves have been assigned to
the schedule° The following moves can be scheduled to occur
immediately upon completion of the move they are to follow, or
mI
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the time interval between completion and their time of occur-
rence can be specified by the user in the "time to following
move" parameters0 The user does not furnish data on time be-
tween moves for following moves, because, like optional moves
a demand for their execution never occurs without the execution
or demand of some other move° Once all the following moves
have been assigned to the schedule, MHSS returns to the schedule
and again removes the first evento
The last path of the program as shown in Figure 8 will
now be discussed0 This is the path of Blocks 9, i0, and ii
in the flow chart° Any time the current event is a report,
event number = 15,000, MHSS will go to subroutine REPORT°
There will be one report event per cycle, and if the user speci-
fied he desired to have a report printed at the end of each
cycle, the report will be printed° He specifies this by setting
IHOW on the first data card equal to zero° In some cases, the
user may not wish these end of cycle reports and by setting
IHOW _ 0 they will be suppressed° MHSS will still create a
report event to occur at the end of the cycle since in addition
to printing results, subroutine REPORT also performs book-
keeping duties that are required even if a report is not
permitedo Maximum and minimum values are kept for handling
times, wait times, and number of moves per cycle for each
move° At the end of each cycle it must be determined if new
maximums or minimums have been established° Totals for
handling times, wait times, and number of moves are also kept,
mI
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so that averages can be calculated at the end of the simulation°
Maximums, minimums, and totals are also kept for each piece
of equipment° If the user specifies he wants the end of cycle
reports averaEes to date are calculated and printed, otherwise
averages are only calculated at the end of the simulation°
All output instructions aside from error messages, are handled
in subroutine REPORT, so that it would be an easy matter for a
user to change the reports furnished by MHSS to suit his own
needs°
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IV. TESTING THE MODEL
In order to test the validity of the MHSS model, and to
get opinions of those engaged in the making of decisions in this
matemial handling amea, MHSS was used in two industrial situa-
tions. The two applications were quite different, one the move-
ment of ore to a cmusher in an open pit mine, and the second the
material handling function of fork lift trucks in a plant
engaged in the manufactume of atomic energy equipment.
The first discussion will be of the iron ore open pit
mining operation° In this operation lamge power shovels work
at the face of the mine, loading trucks which then transport
the ore to crushers where it is crushed. A map of the mine
could be as shown in Figure 33. In the figure there are five
st_ovels and t_ crushers. The position of the shovels and the
Q
--4
MAP OF AN OPEN PIT MINE
Figure 39
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I
crushe_ change from time to time •s the f_e ef the mine cha_ee.
I The main interest of management is the number and the types of
trucks to assign to each of the shovels. |y having too few aI •
number of trucks assigned to • shovel the shovel will be idle •
l large pe_entage of the time waiting for a truck to load.
Having an excess number of trucks assigned to a shovel can alse
be expensive if the trucks are not utilized to • great extent.
The parameters in the problem do not remain constant. Three.
I trucks might be quite adequate when the shovel is within one half
mile of the crusher, but the next day the shevel might be 31_ ef
a mile from the c_usher, and three t_ucks may only keep the
shovel busy SO per cent of the day. The grades alone the
routes the trucks must travel also have an l_et seW ell as
I the distance of the routes. A shovel situated in such • loca-
l tion that the route from the shovel to the cI_Uj_aP Is •II up
hill, would p_obably require more trucks than • shovel the same
I distance from the crusher but •with level _oute to traverse.
The moves required to service a shovel are sho_m in schematic
I form in Figure 3_. A _eso_Iptlon of each of these moves will
I
I
I follow.
I
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF MINE MOVES
Fi|u_e 3_
k
r
i Hove Illl ,-,,,Spo,t T ruc_k
This is the move _equired to position a tmlck next to
I the shovel ms that it can be lomted. T_e shovel can de M
loading on the truck involved in the-movm_ or any o%he_ tmlak
I while this move is in p_osr_ss. Therefora_ this move _eq_ir_8
I
I
a truck and the shovel, _nd can take place as soon as the shovel
has completed loading anothe_ truck.
I
I
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Mover2 - Load Tr_eM
This is the move where the truck is actually _eaeivlns
ore. It starts immediately upon completion of |I. The move
requires a truck and the shovel.
Move _3 - T_uck 'to Crusher
This is the move where the t_uck transports a lead of
ore To The crusher. The move starts immediately upon the
lion of f2. It requires, of cOuPle, only one truck,
Move #_ - Spot and Dump
temple-
I This is the move where the truck gets into position to
dump and then dumps its load into the cr_her. It is im_esible
I for more than one truak to be executing thls move at the same
I time, therefore, one 1tuck and the o_ashe_ are the equipment
involved in this move. The move. begins immediately upon
I completion of _3.
Move J5 - Truck To Shovel
This is the move wher_ _he empty trsJck makes the _rip
back to the shovel. It travels the same _ou_e it e_e when it
only.one t_uck involved...,inI was loaded. There is, of sour|e,
the move, and the move can begin immedzately upon o_pletion
of _.
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SDL - Shovel Delay and Repair
From time to time during the day, short minor repairs
and adjustments must be made on the shovel0 There are also
occasions when large rocks which interfere with the loading
process have to be moved out of the way° These types of events
were included in the move list, because data was available as
to the length of time between occurrences, and the data indicated
that these occurrences were not purely randomo Had the occur-
rences been random, these times could have been accounted for,
as times the equipment was unavailable to the system being
simulated°
CDL - Crusher Dealy and Repair
As was the case with the shovel, short repairs and
adjustments also are required with the crusher° It is also
necessary to remove large rocks from the crusher on occasion°
Data was also available on these crusher delays which indicated
the times were not random°
There were four types of trucks available to service
the shovel° These types varied as to capacity and speed° For
convenience, the four truck types were labeled A, B 9 C, and Do
Figure 35 gives a summary of the capacities of the four types
and also the speed on the level with a full loado The truck
manufacturers also furnished data on truck speeds on various
grades° For example, for a Type A loaded truck on a grade
> SoO per cent, the equation
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(13) Y : o025 + °104(x)
7
gives the truck speed Y in hrso/mile where x is the per cent
grade times i00o The grades can have a very significant effect
on truck speed° For example Type A truck with a full load has
a speed of 31o4 mph on the level, but going up a 7 per cent
grade has a speed of only 7°7 mpho A 7 per cent grade was
the maximum grade for any of the routes at the present time in
the mineo
TYPE CAPACITY IN TONS SPEED IN MPH
A 78°8 31oq
B 6006 23o4
C _2o7 22°6
D 3_ o 8 2q. o 3
TRUCK SPEEDS AND CAPACITIES
Figure 35
It was decided to simulate a shovel serviced by four
trucks, one of each typeo This was done because production
figures were available on the #i shovel in the mine, which
was serviced by just this arrangement° Production figures
from MHSS could then be compared with actual data° One
crusher actually services more than one shovel, but dump
times at the crusher are very short and a truck rarely has to
wait for another truck before dumping their loads° Therefore,
very little realism was lost by having the crusher service only
I
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one shovel° For each of the moves that involved a truck, the
truck type and the move number were combined to form the move
code used in the simulation° For example, A2 would be the
move code used for loading a Type A truck° To also distinguish
the shovel involved, the shovel number was added to the front
of the code° Therefore, the code becomes IA2 and means a Type
A truck being loaded by shovel i.
In this system, the only primary moves involved were
the SDL and the CDL moves° All other moves were following
moves° Once a truck is spotted at the shovel, it is loaded°
After it is loaded, it immediately begins the trip to the
crusher° The shovel becomes involved with the spotting of the
next truck immediately after loading a truck° After a truck
completes the trip to the crusher, the dump move immediately
follows° After dumping, the truck makes the trip back to
the shovel° Thus, every move is a following move and begins
immediately after the move that preceded it is completed°
In this situation, there still has to be a primary move to
get the system movingo
Once the system is in operation, the completion of a
loading move will start a spotting move, but what is needed is
a way to trigger the first spot move in the morning° This
can easily be done with a dummy primary move° This will
require no equipment, no time, and the time between occurrences
of this dummy move will also be zero° Therefore, it will
occur at the very beginning of the simulation when TIME is
I
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equal to zero° It will have one following move which will be
the spot move for a truck° Since this dummy move requires no
time, the spot _ove will also be scheduled to occur at TIME =
0o Whenever a primary move is specified as having zero time
between demands for the move, MHSS recognizes the move as a
dummy and will not reschedule this move again° Therefore, the
dummy primary move only will occur one time at the beginning
of the simulation cycle and will perform its function of getting
the system started° Management policy at the mine was to fill
the trucks on a first in, first out basis. In other words, if
a smaller truck is waiting for a load and a larger truck also
arrives at the shovel, the smaller truck will be loaded before
the larger truck because it was in the waiting line a longer
period of time° Because of this policy, four dummy moves are
required to get the system operational° The first dummy move
has the spotting of the A truck as its following move, the
second dummy move has the spotting of the B truck, and the
third has the spotting of the C truck, and the fourth has the
spotting of the D truck°
Figure 37 shows the input data for the moves° Notice
the four dummy moves at the beginning of the listo Each one has
a single following move which is a spot move. The spot moves
then have their corresponding load moves as following moves°
Each load move has a shovel to crusher move as its first
following move, and a spot move for its specific type of truck
as its second following move° Following the shovel to crusher
I
II
I
,.DU_ MOVESI
DM1 0 o0 0.1 9
DM2 O o0 0 oI $
J DM3 0o 0 0o 1 • 9DH4 0 o0 0 oi 9
I
SPOT,_vsS,
i
I
I
CODE START ,FIN
i III I I i
1A1 0 o 0 800
1B1 0 o 0 II oO
lCl 0o0. 8,0
1D1 8 o.0 8 o 0
MOVE TIMES
PAR1 "_ PAR3
m m _vm
0005 .002 12
0005 .002 15
.005 0002 12
0005 .002 15
i
I
I
I
CODE START FIN
mmm_mlmmm _mmmmmsmm mmMMmimm
1A2 0o0 8o0
1B2 0.0 800
lC2 0o0 8,0
1D2 0.0 8o0
LOAD MOVES
MOVE TIMES
PARt _ PAR3
21
22
23
.24
I
I Figure37
(continued on nex¢ page)
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FOLLOWING MOVES
IA1
1B1
1CI
1D1
rOL!.,OWZXq!MOVES
1A2
1B2
1C2
1D2
_OL':0WZNat,mv_
1:A31 1/0.
1B3, 1111
1C31 1Cl
1D3 o 1D1.
I
I
I
I
SHOVE_.T0,CRUSHER MOVES
MOVE TILES
i CODE START_ 'FIN PA.ARIR1.."F','_II[],I_--.PAR...,3.33
1A3 0o0 8o0 _05_ 6
M 0o0 800 ,067 6
1C3 0o0 8_0 ,069 6
1D3 0o0 8o0 °067 6
sz,,,-o'z'_p :DtW.roVES
! CODE ST_T rI. _ _
I 1Aq 0o0 800 ,026 0002 3
ZBq 0o0 8o0 ,025 .002 3
1C_ 0.0 8o0 °02q 0002 3
I iDq 0.0 800 0023 0002 3
I
I
!
I
l
CODE START FIN
m ammmumum
1AS 0 ° 0 8.0
1B5 000 8.0
1C5 0 o 0 8 o 0
ID5 0 o0 8.0
.090
.050
.056
.052
6
.6
6
6
MOVE INPUT DATA FOR MINE SIMULATION
Figure 37
(continued from previous page)
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z,0,=o,_.G,,,.o,,vzs
1A6
ID6
rol.mwz.G..0YES
1A|
lj$
lOS
1D5
FOL__ WXN_ MOVES
!
! 8g
move is the spot-dump move at the crusher° After dumping
comes the crusher to shovel move and the cycle is completed°
The times for the moves were furnished by the company and were
gathered by work sampling and time studies at the mine, and by
truck manufacturers tables on truck speeds° The data on the
trucks for the first run is shown in Figure 38°
PROPORTION OF TIME
CODE START TIME FINISH TIME AVAILABLE
IA 000 8°0 lo0
IB 0o0 8°0 Io0
IC 000 8°0 io0
1D 0o0 8°0 io0
EQUIPMENT INPUT DATA FOR MINE SIMULATION
Figure 38
The results of the first run are shown on pages 86
through 980 The cycle length was set at eight hours and ten
cycles were called for° For demonstration purposes, all of
the end of cycle reports were printed and are shown° Refer-
ring to the summary report it can be seen that the Type A
truck dumped an average of 30°30 loads into the crusher,
the Type B truck dumped 28o10 loads, the Type C truck 27°60
loads, and the Type D truck 28.60 loads° These figuPes are
found under the average number of moves column, for the lag,
1Bg, 1Cg, and iDg moves, which ape the spot and dump at
cPusheP moveso These load figuPes can be translated to
total tonnage hauled by multiplying the average number of
loads by the capacity for each truck and summating the
85
products° This is done in Figure 39 and an average total
tonnage per shift is 626403 tons°
TRUCK TYPE CAPACITY AVERAGE NO° OF LOADS
A 7808 x 30°30 = 2387.6
B 6006 x 28010 = 1702.9
C 42°7 x 27.60 = 1178,5
D 34°8 x 28060 = 995.3
=
Total tonnage = 6264.3
Figure 39
The actual daily production figures for the shovel
averaEed 6,400 tons, so the MHSS model held very closely to
the actual data in this situation° Referring again to the
summary report, manaEement can see the shovel has very little
idle time durinE a shift, an average of oi0 hours with a
maximum of o18 hours and a minimum of °05 hours, The trucks,
however, are idle from 2047 hours for the Type B trick to 2o84
hours for the Type D truck° Management might want to see the
tonnage with one of the trucks removed from service, for
example, the Type D truck0 The card that represents the ID
truck in the equipment list would be removed, and the rest
of the input data would remain the same° Any of the moves
that required the 1D truck in the simulation would not be
executed since the truck required is not available, The
results of the simulation are shown on page 99= The Type A
truck dumped on the average 34o8 loads per cycle, the Type B
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99a
truck 32o9 loads, and the Type C tPuck 31.6 loads° This
mepPesents a tonnaEe of 6085°3 tons= ManaEement must now
decide if the-addition of the D truck is worth the additional
179,0 tons of orepep day over what a Type A, B, and C truck
workinE toEetheP can dump= Any aPrangement of tPuck number
and type can just as easily be tested,
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In the second example where MHSS was tested, the
problem concerned the effective utilization of fork lift
trucks and material handling personnel in a plant engaEed in
the manufacture of equipment for the atomic enerEy industry°
Two fork lift trucks were assigned to 17 different cost centers
in the plant° There was also two material handlers who operated
the trucks and performed other material handling duties for
these cost centers. These other duties involved the operation
of floor controlled overhead cranes, moving material with a
hand truck, or sometimes just hand carryinE material from one
location to anothero The cost centers complained of excessive
delays in waitinE for moves to be executed by the fork lift
trucks and manaEement was attemptin E to alleviate this situa-
tiono There were several possible ways of accomplishinE this°
One would be to Eet one or more additional trucks. A second
would be to hire one or more additional material handlers and
a third would be an attempt to reduce truck down time° Pro-
duction and work sampling studies were taken on the operation
with the results shown in PiEure 40.
Truck Utilization 22%
Material Handlers Busy 43%
Truck Down 50%
Av0 Truck Down Time 3°0 Hours
Figure 40
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The 17 cost centers and the average number of fork
lift truck moves demanded per day are shown in Figure 41o
Management felt the demands occurred in a random manner, and
an examination of the data supported this fact° Therefore, the
time between demands for a department would follow an exponen-
tial distribution with the mean = 8o0/number of demands° The
length of time for each truck move was tallied from the produc-
tion studies and a skewed to the right distribution resulted
with a minimum value of two minutes and a maximum value of 26
minutes° A user furnished distribution was used for these
times° The non-truck demands of the material handlers also
occurred in a random manner° The average number of demands
per shift for these types of moves was 39 which meant the
average time between demands was °205 hours° A user furnished
distribution was also developed for the length of time for
these non-truck moves° In this case, the minimum value was
one minute and the maximum value was 50 minutes°
The results of this simulation ape shown on pages 104
to 116 o From the summary report on page 116, it can be seen
that the trucks were busy 1803% ((i086+1o03)/16)o The operators
were busy 4000% ((Wo18+2o22)/16), and the trucks were unavail-
able to the system 45°8% ((3060+3o72)/16)o These figures
compare very favorably with the results from the work sampling
studyo The average wait time per truck move can be determined
by adding AVe WAITS and dividing this sum by the sum of the
AVe NO° MOVES column for all the truck moves° This gives
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q02
m qOl
DENANDS, PER SHIFT
_o26
1.25
.25
I q03 q.26
q_Oq .25
I qO5 5.25
_05 2.00
I q07 2o03
I
I
I
q09 1.00
qlO 1.50
ql_ 1.00
_?1 050
;72 .75
I
I
I
XRY .25
SHP _000
OUT 1.25
800 2.25
70O .75
i NTK 39.00 HOVE r_quires onlyo_e operator
I COST CENTERS AND .DEMANDS PER SHIFT
I Figure ql
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0355 hours as the average wait per truck for each move executed
by the truckso The maximum waits show that on some days wait-
ing times in some of the departments exceeds five hours°
The summary report for ten simulated cycles with three
trucks is shown on page 117o With this arrangement, the average
wait per truck move is now 010 hours° The maximum wait for any
department is less than two hours. Management can now decide
if these savings are worth the cost of another fork lift trucko
The summary report for two trucks and three operators
is shown on page 118o The wait time per truck move i6 .260
hours and the maximum waits ape still in the four to five hour
range for many departments° This arrangement can almost
immediately be dropped from consideration since it shows
little improvement over the two truck, two operator arrangemento
One final alternative that was examined was the
reduction of truck down time° The summary report for ten
cycles with truck down reduced to 20 per cent is shown on
page 119o The average wait is now .038 hour and the maximums
are almost all one hour or lesso This would appear to be an
attractive alternative to management since the results are
better than could be obtained with the purchase of a third
fork lift trucko
Confidence levels can be established on the results
obtained from MHSSo For example, the two truck, two operator
arrangement with 50 per cent truck down time gives total
operator work times for the ten cycles as shown in Figure 42o
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CYCLE WORK TIME
1 5o97
2 7o38
3 5042
4 5o21
5 7o59
6 5o20
7 7.27
8 6097
9 5030
10 7065
OPERATOR WORK TIMES
Figure 42
The mean work time is 6°396 hours, and the standard deviation
is 10066 hours_ For a 95 per cent confidence interval, the t
value for nine degrees of freedom is 2°262° Therefore, the
confidence interval would be:
(14) 60396 + 2 262
m o
1=066
10
= 5.634 hrso to 70158 hrso
Ten cycles were used in both the examples, mainly for
convenience° It was desired to have one complete run for
each example included in the dissertation, and if more than
ten runs per example were used, it was felt the number of
pages would have been excessive. Computer time and cost would
not have been much more if a hundred or more cycles had been
run° The confidence intervals, of course, are much narrower
the more cycles the simulations is run,
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V o CONCLUSION
It is hoped that the successful use of MHSS in the
examples presented in the previous section, will stimulate
others to using the system with their own applications° It
is not claimed that MHSS will always have the accuracy and
success demonstrated in the two examples° Material handling
systems may exist where the MHSS model will not apply° However,
in all the cases examined where simulation was utilized in the
material handling area, there were no situations in which MHSS
could not have been used to some extent°
The majority of material handling systems consist of
a set of moves, and a set of pieces of equipment required to
execute the moveso MHSS gives a technique for describing and
classifying the elements in these sets, and then a technique
for simulating the interactions of these elements as the
material handling system operates°
Even if the simulation features were not available,
MHSS would still make a contribution to the Industrial Engi-
neering profession° In discussing material handling systems
with management personnel, it was surprising to see how
often little or no documentation of their material handling
systems existed° A request to see a plan of the existing
material handling system, resulted sometimes in a list of
material handling equipment, sometimes in a flow chart of
the path material took through a plant, and sometimes in
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nothing at allo MHSS gives a precise way of documentin K a
material handling system that will show the moves required
in the system, the equipment available to execute these moves,
and information on when and how long the moves take° This
information seems to be lacking in many instances today, and
should be available before anyone can talk intelligently about
their material handling system°
In addition to providing a means for describing an
existing material handling system, MHSS also provides the
user with a method whereby he can test the results of possible
changes in the system easily and quickly° A user can test
what will happen if more, or less, or different material
handling equipment is made available to his system° A user
can test what will happen if demands for some or all the moves
in his existing system are increased or decreased° He can
test what will happen if entirely new moves are added to his
system, and he can use MHSS to help him determine what material
handlin K equipment will best handle the new moves° A problem
comes up very often in industrial situations where management
keeps adding more and more production facilities without pro=
riding additional material handling facilities° Each new
production facility causes more demands on the material
handling system, and moves must wait longer and longer as the
demands increase0 Using MHSS, the addition of a new production
facility would require someone to decide on what material
handling equipment will serve this facility° The effect of
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this change in the handling system can be tested, and might
show that to service this new facility with the present equip-
ment will cause a sharp decrease in the efficiency of service
to the existing production facilities
MHSS provides for modular analysis and development of
a material handling model° In the fork lift truck example,
only the moves involving the fork lift trucks were considered
in the model, because that was where the immediate concern was
focused° A great deal of other material handling equipment
and moves existed in this plant° Management at a later date
could add the cranes and their related moves to the model,
and then still later, the remainder of the equipment and its
moves° Each addition could be treated separately or combined
with already existing data for the model° Meaningful inform-
ation can be obtained without modeling the entire system°
MHSS is simple to use° This has been one of the main
considerations in preparing the computer program° One card
for each move, and one card for each piece of equipment makes
additions, deletions, or changes in the system an easy matter°
An explanation of MHSS and a description of the data required
to utilize it never took more than three hours where it was
tested° In many cases, a great deal of the data required
for its use is already available° In a machine shop under an
incentive plan, for example, the time between moves for each
machine can be found very quickly by referring to production
re cords o
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MHSS is inexpensive to use° The mining example with
four trucks required fifty seconds of execution on an IBM 7090
for ten cycles° At $450000 per hour, this comes to $6°25°
When the end of cycle reports were suppressed, the execution
time was reduced to 41 seconds° The fork lift truck example
required 16 seconds for ten cycles when all the end of cycle
reports were printed° For 50 cycles, the time was 21 seconds,
and for 150 cycles, 65 seconds° In the latter two cases, the
end of cycle reports were suppressed°
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INPUT FORMAT FOR MHSS
Specification Card
COLUMN S VARIAB LE
i- 5 NOSSM
6-i0 HRSH
11-15 IHOW
16=20 NSEED
DESCRIPTION
Number of Cycles
Time Per Cycle
Blank for end of cycle
reports° Any positive
number to suppress end
of cycle reports°
Seed for Random Number
Generator
Equipment Card
COLUMNS
l= 3
%- 7
VARIABLE
JEQ
TMEQS
8-11 TMEQN
12-15 PEQAV
16-19 TEQGN
20-23 TEQ2P
24-26 JEQGD
DESCRIPTION
Equipment Code
Start of Equipment
Availability Period
Finish of Equipment
Availability Period
Proportion of Time Equip-
ment Available
First Parameter for Time
Equipment Gone
Second Parameter for Time
Equipment Gone
Distribution for Time
Equipment Gone
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SPECIFICATION
I5
F5 oO
I5
I5
SPE CI FI CATI ON
A3
FqoO
F4oO
F4oO
F_oO
F_oO
I3
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
i
I
I
i
i
i
I
Move Card
COLUMNS
i- 3
4- 6
8-10
ll-13
14-16
17-20
21-24
25-28
29-32
33-34
35-38
39-42
43-44
VARIABLE
MC
MOWN
MFPON
JEQR1
JEQR2
JEQR3
TMLST
TMLFN
TMMIN
TMMAX
MDIS
TNMMN
TNMMX
NMDIS
DE S CRI PTI ON
Move Code
If move is optional move,
move that it is owned by,
otherwise blank°
If move is followin E move
l, otherwise blank°
First piece of Requird
Equipment
Second Piece of Required
Equipment
Third Piece of Required
Equipment
Start Period for Move
Finish Period for Move
First Parameter for Move
Time
•Second Parameter for Move
Time
Distribution for Move
Time
First Parameter for Time
Between Demands
Second Parameter for Time
Between Demands
Distribution for Time
Between Demands
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SPECIFICATION
A3
A3
Ii
A3
A3
A3
F4o0
F4o0
F4o0
F4o0
I2
F4o0
F4o0
I2
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
i
i
I
I
I
COLUMNS
_5-_7
48-51
52-5_
55-58
60-62
63-6_
65-67
68-71
72-75
76-77
78
79
VARIABLE
MCOP
TMCOp
MCFOL
TIFCl
FIFL2
JDIFL
MCFL2
T2FLI
T2FL2
JD2FL
MPRI
MBLK
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DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION
m
Optional Move Code A3
Time Rather than Option F_.0
First Following Move A3
First PaTameter for Time
to First Following Move F_.0
Second Parameter for Time
to First Following Move F_. 0
Distribution for Time to
First Following Move I2
Second Following Move A3
First Parameter for Time
to Second Following Move F4.0
Second Parameter for Time
to Second Following Move F_o_
Distribution for Time to
Second Following Move 12
Move Priority Ii
1 if blocked moves are to
follow; otherwise blank I1
Blocked moves appear on
cards immediately following
blocking move which affects
them. One blocked move pen
card with move code in the
first three columns under A3
specification. Blank card
signifies end of blocked move
list.
!
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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User Distribution Designation Card
COLUMNS
i- 5
VARI AB LE
NDIS
i
DESCRIPTION
Blank if no user furn-
ished distributions are
used° Otherwise, the
user assigned number for
the first distribution
User Distribution Data Card
CO LUMN S VARI AB LE DESCRIPTION
1-80 XJ, I PJ,I
Points for the user
furnished distribution
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SPECIFICATION
I5
SPECIFICATION
16F5o0
I
I
I
I
I
i
i
i
I
I
I
I
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i
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